Editorial

Resuscitation highlights in 2014

The number and quality of manuscripts submitted to Resuscitation continues to rise. The editors have highlighted some of the key papers published in the Journal in 2014.

1. Epidemiology

In 2014, a team of international investigators produced a landmark paper that updated the Utstein resuscitation registry templates for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The primary template emphasises reporting of bystander-witnessed cardiac arrests with initial shockable rhythm as the most important measure of EMS system efficacy and all EMS system-treated arrests as a measure of system effectiveness.

More countries are now tracking both incidence and outcome from both in- and out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. One of the newest is the United Kingdom National Cardiac Arrest Audit (NCAA), whose investigators recently reported on 22,628 hospitalised patients aged 16 years or over receiving chest compressions and/or defibrillation and attended by a hospital-based resuscitation team in 144 acute care hospitals. Adult cardiac arrests occurred with an overall median incidence of 1.5 events per 1000 hospital admissions. An initial shockable rhythm was present in 17% of cases. Overall survival to hospital discharge was 18.4%, but varied substantially across hospitals.

Investigators from Melbourne, Australia, characterised the causes and outcomes of respiratory arrests occurring in a Metropolitan tertiary teaching hospital. Respiratory arrests occurred at a rate of 0.5 per 1000 inpatient admissions. An elevated respiratory rate and/or progressive hypoxaemia preceded the event in 39% of cases. In-hospital survival was 75% for respiratory arrests compared to only 25% for cardiac arrests.

In Perth, Western Australia, St. John ambulance paramedics attended 12,421 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests of presumed cardiac ideology during the last 14 years. During the study period, there was a statistically significant decline in the age-and-sex-standardised cardiac arrest incident rate. Investigators attributed this favourable change to improvements in cardiovascular risk profiles.

In Melbourne, Australia, investigators analysed data from 38,378 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests attended by emergency medical services (EMS) personnel in which the initial rhythm was non-shockable. The initial rhythm was asystole in 88% and pulseless electrical activity (PEA) in 12% of cases. Survival to hospital discharge was 1.1% for asystole and 5.9% for PEA. Survival outcomes did not improve over the 10-year study period from 2003 to 2013.

In Osaka, Japan, researchers studied the outcome of elderly out-of-hospital cardiac arrest victims. One-month survival with neurologically favourable outcome, improved from 1.4% in 1999 to 4.8% in 2011 (p < 0.001). The proportion of nursing home patients with a neurologically favourable outcome did not change during this period. However, in a separate study, Danish investigators showed that nursing home residents admitted to hospital after cardiac arrest have survival rates that are similar to non-nursing home patients after adjusting for known prognostic factors in pre-existing comorbidities.

An increasing number of epidemiological studies are now focusing on paediatric cardiac arrest. Investigators from Little Rock, Arkansas, analysed data on 329,982 patients from 108 centres in the United States participating in a virtual paediatric intensive care unit (ICU) system. Cardiac arrest occurred in 2.2% of patients with an associated mortality rate of 35%. Both the incidence and mortality of cardiac arrest varied substantially across hospitals. Using multivariate models controlling for patient and centre characteristics, centre volume was not associated with either incidence or mortality from cardiac arrest.

In a separate study, investigators from Osaka University used a nationwide, prospective, population-based observational database to look at the relationship between survival following paediatric out-of-hospital cardiac arrest and time of day or day of week and 3278 bystander-witnessed cases. One-month survival rate was significantly lower during nights and weekends/holidays, even when adjusted for potentially confounding factors.

2. Rapid response systems

In 2014, Resuscitation further consolidated its position as the lead journal for clinical publications related to rapid response systems (RRS) for the prevention of cardiac arrest. With the introduction of the National Early Warning Score (NEWS) across the United Kingdom (UK), a UK-based group was concerned that its specificity in patients with chronic hypoxaemia could lead to over triggering and alarm fatigue. They designed a variation of NEWS for patients with chronic hypoxaemia: a Chronic Respiratory Early Warning Score (CREWS) and found that it could reduce excessive triggers and alarm fatigue, whilst identifying appropriate patients in need of response.
The performance of human-generated NEWS was compared with one generated from algorithms using decision tree analysis.\textsuperscript{11} In this rapidly evolving area of prediction of deterioration they suggested that a decision-tree technique may be used to develop models for disease-specific Early Warning Scores (EWS) that may be useful in the future.

A United States (US)-based group of investigators undertook a comparative analysis of common EWSs to see how they would function in automated systems.\textsuperscript{12} They suggested that the most widely used weighted track-and-trigger scores would not be good for use in an automated alarm system. As automated systems are probably the future of Rapid Response Systems this will be a key area for future research.

Chen and colleagues from Australia compared outcomes at a teaching hospital with a mature RRS, with three similar teaching hospitals without a RRS between 2002 and 2009.\textsuperscript{13} The findings add to the weight of evidence that implementation of a RRS is associated with a significant reduction in the rate of inhospital cardiac arrest (IHCA), IHCA-related mortality and overall hospital mortality.

Petersen and colleagues from Denmark have looked at the performance of a new EWS system by reviewing all serious adverse events over a 6-month time period and found deficiencies in compliance, escalation and care provision.\textsuperscript{14} They suggest that this quality information may be useful in improving compliance and performance of EWS systems.

3. Basic life support and CPR quality

A systematic review confirmed that both ‘cardiac pump’ and ‘thoracic pump’ have a key role in driving effective blood flow during adult cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). The effect of each mechanism is highly dependent on other resuscitation parameters, such as positive pressure ventilation and compression depth.\textsuperscript{15} The integration of measurements of CPR quality with feedback technology allows CPR providers to improve performance\textsuperscript{16–18} but a systematic review found no consistent evidence that this translates into improved patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{19} One reason may be that CPR feedback systems differ in how they measure and provide feedback about CPR quality.\textsuperscript{19} Transthoracic impedance signals can be used to produce reliable estimates of CPR quality indices\textsuperscript{20,21} with the exception of chest compression depth.\textsuperscript{22} Chest compression depth can be recorded by the use of an accelerometer device. However the accuracy of measurements is reduced with incomplete chest decompression\textsuperscript{23} and when CPR is performed on a soft surface.\textsuperscript{24} A new real-time compression depth feedback device that measures changes in magnetic field strength between a back pad and a chest pad was able to overcome the limitations of accelerometer technology independent of the stiffness of the surface\textsuperscript{24} and improve the quality of simulated CPR.\textsuperscript{25}

4. Defibrillation

Investigators in Canada studied data from 20,165 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients treated by EMS providers.\textsuperscript{26} Good functional survival was associated with younger age, shorter times from collapse to initial defibrillation, and use of post-cardiac arrest targeted temperature management.

In Victoria, Australia, use of a public automated external defibrillator (AED) increased almost 11-fold between 2002 and 2013.\textsuperscript{27} Investigators studied 2270 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest cases in which the event occurred in a public place. EMS personnel provided first defibrillation in 93.4% of cases. Bystanders using a public AED provided first defibrillation in 6.7% of cases. First defibrillation by a bystander using an AED was associated with a 62% increase in the odds of survival to hospital discharge.

A prospective, multicenter, international observational database from 12 European and Latin American countries was used to study the results of defibrillation during the treatment of 502 children with in-hospital cardiac arrest.\textsuperscript{28} Ventricular fibrillation, or tachycardia was the first documented cardiac arrest rhythm in 43% of cases. Return of spontaneous circulation was obtained in 63% of all cases and was higher in those whose first documented cardiac arrest rhythm was ventricular fibrillation/tachycardia. Surprisingly, clinical outcome did not appear to be related to the cause or location of arrest, type of defibrillator/waveform, energy dose per shock, number of shocks, or cumulative energy dose. The authors concluded that the optimal paediatric defibrillation dose remains to be determined.

Lemkin et al. used six cadavers to estimate the rescuer-received dose of electrical energy when hands-on defibrillation was simulated.\textsuperscript{29} Using this model, defibrillation exposed rescuers to energies between 1 and 8J, which exceeds the accepted energy exposure levels. The authors concluded that hands-on defibrillation poses a significant risk to rescuers using currently available personal protective equipment and resuscitation procedures.

4.1. Trauma

Nevin and colleagues reviewed child trauma victims who required pre-hospital advanced airway management over a 12-year period and found their physician-led, pre-hospital trauma service attended 1933 children and there were 315 (16.3%) pre-hospital intubations. The majority received a rapid sequence induction and the main injury mechanism was road traffic crash and there was high success rate of advanced airway management.\textsuperscript{30} Kleber and colleagues from Berlin looked at the epidemiology and autopsy data for failed trauma resuscitations over a 12-month period which led them to present an algorithm for use in trauma associated cardiac arrest situations.\textsuperscript{31}

Schöber and colleagues from Austria looked at outcomes for patients admitted to a Vienna University Hospital with cardiac arrest due to accidental hypothermia. While the condition appears to be rare the prognosis was particularly good for patients where hypothermic cardiac arrest was the result of intoxication.\textsuperscript{32}

4.2. Drowning

Claesson and colleagues studied changes from 1990 to 2012 in characteristics and survival from cardiac arrest after drowning. Improved bystander help and CPR and early EMS arrival were credited for the improved survival found.\textsuperscript{33} Quan and colleagues from the US failed to demonstrate any survival benefit from cold water drowning and that the estimated submersion duration was the best predictor of outcome. They suggested that resuscitation recommendations should be revised to reflect that after 10 min of submersion survival is highly unlikely.\textsuperscript{34} Suominen and colleagues from Finland reported late cognitive and neurological outcome for surviving drowned children who had received CPR and found that 57% of the resuscitated children had neurological dysfunction. Clearly, neuropsychological long term follow-up in drowned children is highly recommended.\textsuperscript{35} Szpilman and an international group have produced a Drowning Chain of Survival based on a best evidence approach and comprising of five links covering prevent drowning, recognise distress, provide flotation, remove from water, and provide care as needed.\textsuperscript{36}

5. Advanced life support

5.1. Airway

A stepwise approach to airway management during CPR and after return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) that is based on
patient factors and the skills of the rescuer seems sensible as there is still little evidence to support any particular approach. A review of airway techniques used by paramedics in 196 resuscitation attempts during the REVIVE-airways study ‘usual practice’ arm showed the initial approach was bag-mask for 108 (55%), a supra-glottic airway device (SAD) for 39 (20%) and tracheal intubation for 49 (25%). There were further airway interventions in 24% of tracheal intubation cases, 84% with bag-mask and 56% with a SAD.37

Data from 10,691 OHCA cases in the US CARES registry showed 5591 had tracheal intubation, 3110 SAD, and 1929 had no advanced airway.38 Compared with SAD, tracheal intubation achieved better risk-adjusted outcomes with higher sustained ROSC (OR 1.35; 95%CI 1.19–1.54), hospital survival (1.41; 1.14–1.76) and hospital discharge with good neurologic outcome (1.44; 1.10–1.88). Survival was better for patients who received no advanced airway. Interpreting this observational data is challenging as choice of airway is complex and CARES is not specifically focused on airway interventions, so many confounders and complications related to airway interventions such as failed intubation are not measured. The 2012 National Emergency Medical Services Information System (NEMSIS) recorded almost 20 million Emergency Medical Services activations in the US that included 74,993 tracheal intubations, 21,990 alternate airways, and 1332 cricothyroidotomies.39 Overall successful tracheal intubation rate was reported as 63,956/74,993 (85.3%; 95%CI 85.0–85.5) and broken down into: cardiac arrest 33,558/39,270 (85.5%), non-arrest medical 12,213/13,611 (89.7%), non-arrest injury (90.1%), children <10 years 2069/2468 (83.8%), and rapid sequence intubation 5265/5658 (93.1%). Alternative airways had an overall success of 79.6% (95%CI 79.1–80.2) broken down in order of popularity and insertion success as Combitube 79.0% (95%CI 78.2–79.9), King LT 89.7% (95%CI 89.0–90.3), laryngeal mask airway (66.0% 64.3–67.7), and Esophageal-Obtrurator at 38.0% (95%CI 34.9–41.0). The NEMSIS data does not include second generation SADs such as the i-gel. A small single-centre, prospective ‘open label’ OHCA randomised controlled trial (RCT) compared the i-gel with the laryngeal mask.40 In the 51 patients randomised, i-gel insertion success was higher (90% vs. 57%; p = 0.02). Data from the UK Airway Management in cardiac arrest patients (AIRWAYS-2) cluster randomised trial (UKCRN ID17761) comparing i-gel vs. tracheal intubation for initial OHCA airway management may shed further light on the best advanced airway during CPR.

5.2. Mechanical devices

Mechanical chest compression devices automate the process of chest compressions. In 2014, three multi-centre randomised trials evaluated mechanical chest compression devices (Autopulse41, LUCAS42,43). The studies showed similar survival rates between mechanical and manual CPR. Analysis of injury patterns showed that rib fractures were more frequent after mechanical CPR but there was no difference in the incidence of sternal fractures. No injury was deemed fatal by the pathologist.44

5.3. Extracorporeal cardiopulmonary resuscitation (eCPR)

Extracorporeal CPR (eCPR) can increase the time window for achieving ROSC and identifying and treating a reversible underlying cause. The journal has published a large amount of observational data45 showing that eCPR is feasible for both IHCA and OHCA in selected populations but little in the way of RCTs. The CHEER study (mechanical CPR, hypothermia, ECMO and early reperfusion) enrolled 26 patients with refractory cardiac arrest (15 IHCA, 11 OHCA).46 It showed that mechanical CPR, rapid intravenous administration of 30 mL/kg of ice-cold saline to induce intra-arrest therapeutic hypothermia, percutaneous cannulation of the femoral artery and vein by critical care physicians and veno-arterial extra-corporal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) was feasible with 14/26 (54%) survival do hospital discharge with good neurological outcome. Implementation of eCPR requires a well-drilled team that is available at short notice. Further information about the eCPR protocols used in the CHEER study is available at http://edcpr.org/evidence-ecls/protocols/ (accessed 3 January).

5.4. Vasopressors

The use of vasopressors during cardiac arrest remains a hot topic. We still do not know if adrenaline (epinephrine) during CPR is beneficial or harmful in terms of neurologically favourable survival. A systematic review of adrenaline for adult OHCA included 14 RCTs (n = 12,246):17 one RCT compared standard-dose adrenaline (SDA) to placebo (n = 534), six compared SDA to high-dose adrenaline (HDA) (n = 6174), six compared SDA to an adrenaline/vasopressin combination (n = 5202), and one compared SDA to vasopressin (n = 336). There was no survival to discharge or neurological outcome differences for any comparison. SDA showed improved ROSC (RR 2.80, 95%CI 1.78–4.41, p < 0.001) and survival to admission (RR 1.95, 95%CI 1.34–2.84, p < 0.001) compared to placebo. SDA showed decreased ROSC (RR 0.85, 95%CI 0.75–0.97, p = 0.02; 12% = 48%) and survival to admission (RR 0.87, 95%CI 0.76–1.00, p = 0.049; 12% = 34%) compared to HDA. There were no differences in outcomes between SDA and vasopressin alone or in combination with adrenaline. Another systematic review of vasopressin studies identified 10 RCTs with a total of 6120 patients.48 Vasopressin use during CPR had no beneficial impact compared with adrenaline for ROSC [OR 1.19, 95%CI 0.93, 1.52], survival to hospital discharge [OR 1.13, 95%CI 0.89, 1.43], and favourable neurological outcome [OR 1.02, 95%CI 0.75, 1.38]. The Prehospital Assessment of the Role of Adrenaline: Measuring the Effectiveness of Drug Administration in Cardiac Arrest (PARAMEDIC-2) RCT (ISRCTN 73485024) comparing adrenaline with placebo will hopefully provide some answers about the role of adrenaline during CPR.

Another issue that is commonly raised is that adrenaline dosing is not tailored to individual circumstances during CPR. Indeed little is known about the optimal timing and dosage for adrenaline use during CPR. Observational data from 20,909 IHCA events in the Get With The Guidelines–Resuscitation (GWTG-R) registry showed that compared with a reference period of 4–5 min survival to hospital discharge was higher with longer average dosing periods: 6 to <7 min/dose, adjusted odds ratio [OR], 1.41 (95%CI 1.12–1.78); 7 to <8 min/dose, adjusted OR, 1.30 (95%CI 1.02–1.65); 8 to <9 min/dose, adjusted OR, 1.79 (95%CI 1.38–2.32); 9 to <10 min/dose, adjusted OR, 2.17 (95%CI 1.62–2.92) for both shockable and non-shockable cardiac arrest rhythms.49

5.5. Monitoring, ultrasound, and goal-directed CPR

There is growing support for using technology to monitor more than the heart rhythm and clinical signs during CPR. Sutton and colleagues suggested greater use of coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) monitoring or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) during CPR, aiming for CPP > 20 mmHg when an arterial and central venous pressure (CVP) is available (CPP approximates to aortic end diastolic pressure – CVP), or a DBP > 25 mmHg when just an arterial pressure is available.48 An easier option is to monitor end-tidal carbon dioxide (ETCO2) during CPR. The list of uses of waveform capnography during CPR is growing from tracheal tube confirmation and ventilation rate to potentially include monitoring chest compression quality, identification of ROSC, and prognostication during CPR. A prospective observational study of OHCA recorded the initial ETCO2 after advanced airway insertion in 271 cases and identified 22 patients with an initial ETCO2 ≤ 1.3 kPa (10 mmHg).51 Four of these patients
achieved ROSC suggesting we should not use ETCO₂ alone to prognosticate during CPR.

Ultrasound can be used by trained rescuers to identify and treat reversible causes during CPR although a systematic review revealed only few high quality studies that show improved outcomes with its use. An interesting observation is that ultrasound can be used to detect mechanical cardiac activity in those who are clinically in cardiac arrest. Patients with 'pseudo' PEA have better outcomes than those with true PEA or asystole. Observations from six cases reported that cardiac ultrasound during CPR can be used to guide hand position to optimise chest compressions.

6. Post-resuscitation care

6.1. Post-cardiac arrest syndrome

Previous studies have resulted in conflicting data relating to the cerebral blood in comatose cardiac arrest survivors. The cerebral haemodynamics of 54 post-cardiac arrest patients on an intensive care unit in Berlin were studied using duplex ultrasound. Cerebral blood flow varied widely (201–1100 mL min⁻¹) and there was no correlation between cerebral blood flow or intracranial blood flow characteristics and outcome.

6.2. Targeted temperature management

A secondary analysis of the 16,875 subjects in the Resuscitation Outcomes Consortium (ROC) PRIMED trial showed that rates of early cardiac catheterisation (19.2%), coronary reperfusion (17.7%) and induced hypothermia (39.3%) were higher in hospitals treating more subjects per year. Odds of survival increased with hospital volume (per 5 subjects per year OR 1.06; 95%CI 1.04–1.08). Survival was independently associated with early coronary angiography (OR 1.69; 95%CI 1.06–2.70), coronary reperfusion (OR 1.94; 95%CI 1.34–2.82), and induced hypothermia (OR 1.36; 95%CI 1.01–1.83).

Hypothermia impairs drug metabolism and is associated with reduced systemic clearance of cytochrome P450 metabolised drugs. Patients with cardiac arrest caused by acute coronary syndromes are typically treated with aspirin and a P2Y12 receptor inhibitor such as clopidogrel, prasugrel or ticagrelor. The platelet inhibitory effect of these drugs is likely to be influenced by mild hypothermia and was investigated in 164 patients, 84 of whom were treated with intravascular cooling to a target temperature of 33 °C. Platelet reactivity index (PRI) was assessed using vasodilator-stimulated phosphorylase steel (VASP) phosphorylation analysis. Platelet inhibition by these drugs was significantly impaired with hypothermia and this effect was most marked with clopidogrel compared with prasugrel and ticagrelor.

Although intravascular techniques for temperature control are thought to provide more precise temperature control than external techniques, many clinicians are concerned that the intravascular catheters may cause significant complications such as deep vein thrombosis. Among 61 patients treated with endovascular cooling, catheter related thrombosis was observed in 9 (14.7%) – these all occurred in patients who were receiving prophylaxis with unfractionated heparin; none occurred in those fully anticoagulated with unfractionated heparin.

One of the postulated benefits of mild hypothermia in the treatment of the post-cardiac arrest syndrome (PCAS) is that it may reduce the inflammatory response that accompanies this condition. In a sub-analysis of the Targeted Temperature Management (TTM) trial, plasma concentrations of inflammatory cytokines were associated with the severity of the PCAS but were no different in the 33 °C or 36 °C groups.

6.3. Oxygen

Several observational studies have documented an association between hyperoxia and poor neurological outcome among post-cardiac arrest patients. In a meta-analysis of observational studies, hyperoxia was associated with increased in-hospital mortality (OR 1.40; 95%CI 1.02–1.93; 8 studies) but not worse neurological outcome (OR 1.62; 95%CI 0.87–3.02; 2 studies); however, the results were inconsistent in subgroup and sensitivity analyses.

6.4. Coronary revascularisation

Early cardiac catheterisation after cardiac arrest associated with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) is now established practice, but in post-cardiac arrest patients without STEMI the role of early cardiac catheterisation remains controversial.

Among 269 patients with cardiac arrest caused by a ventricular arrhythmia without STEMI, 122 (45.4%) received cardiac catheterisation while comatose (early cardiac catheterisation). Acute coronary occlusion was detected in 26.6% of patients treated with early cardiac catheterisation compared with 29.3% of patients treated with late cardiac catheterisation. Patients treated with early cardiac catheterisation were more likely to survive to hospital discharge compared with those not treated with cardiac catheterisation (65.6% vs. 48.6%; p = 0.017). In a multivariate regression model, early cardiac catheterisation was independently associated with a significant reduction in the risk of death (OR 0.35; 95%CI 0.18–0.70; p = 0.003).

In a meta-analysis of observational studies of OHCA patients, survival was associated with acute coronary angiography: in comparison with controls who did not undergo early angiography the odds ratio for survival with good neurological outcome was 2.20 (95%CI 1.46–3.32).

7. Prognostication

In recent years, there has been a considerable quantity of data published on the topic of prognostication in the comatose post-cardiac arrest patient. Much of these data are complex and because they are all observational they are prone to bias, particularly the problem of self-fulfilling prophecy (the results of tests leading to withdrawal of life sustaining treatment (WLST)). It is timely therefore that members of European Resuscitation Council and the European Society of Intensive Care Medicine have collaborated to publish an advisory statement on prognostication in comatose survivors of cardiac arrest. These guidelines emphasise the importance of using multiple modalities and delaying prognostication sufficiently to enable full clearance of sedation and neuromuscular blocking drugs. In the first such collaboration, these guidelines have been co-published in Resuscitation and Intensive Care Medicine.

There are many data showing that clinicians have been attempting prognostication far too early in comatose post-cardiac arrest patients. Among 89 patients treated with therapeutic hypothermia in a community-based hospital in Minnesota, USA and subsequently discharged alive, ten remained comatose and apnoeic >72h after rewarming despite eventually regaining consciousness.

There are conflicting data on the value of regional cerebral oxygen saturation (rSO₂) measured by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) after cardiac arrest to predict neurological outcome. Among 60 post-cardiac arrest patients who underwent NIRS monitoring after ROSC, rSO₂ values were significantly lower in patients with a poor outcome but their ability to predict a poor neurological outcome was limited.
8. Cardiac arrest centres

The question of whether OHCA patients should be transported directly to cardiac arrest centres for their treatment continues to be debated. London is one of the few centres in the world that has already regionalised the treatment of cardiac arrest patients. Since September 2010, post-cardiac patients with evidence of STEMI have been transported to one of eight ‘heart attack centres’ where there are cardiac catheterisation laboratories available 24 h a day seven days a week. During a one-year period from 1st April 2011, the London Ambulance Service transported 206 OHCA patients with clear evidence of STEMI to heart attack centres. The rate of survival to discharge for these patients was an impressive 66%.

9. Ethics

Problems relating to do not attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation (DNNPR) decisions led to 331 newspaper reports over a 10 year period. Xanthos calls for better integration of CPR decisions with overall end of life care planning. Such integration is supported by results from two systematic reviews and evaluations of a universal treatment options form.
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